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ABSTRACT

Nowadays touch devices such as tablets or smartphones aren’t 
programmed for finger identification interactions. It doesn’t matter 
which finger you use to tap on a button or an area, the system will 
always compute the same action. But what if devices with finger 
identification hardware and software would exist in the future? How 
could an app and its interaction techniques look like? 

Could finger identification in a productivity app enhance the 
workflow and let us do our work faster and perhaps more intuitive? 
That’s what I wanted to find out with this project and the MultiPulate 
prototype.



MOTIVATION
This project is based on the work of Alix Goguey, Mathieu Nancel, 
Géry Casiez and Daniel Vogel. The Students made a research paper 
with the title “The Performance and Preference of Different Fingers 
and Chords for Pointing, Dragging, and Object Transformation”. In 
this study they measured and explained, what finger types are best 
for different actions on a touch device such as tapping on a specific 
area on the touch screen or dragging an object. Based on their test 
results they created a table which other researchers and interaction 
designers can use. They also made suggestions at the end of their 
paper, how an app with a finger identification system could behave. 

Inspired by their paper, I wanted to make a prototype where you 
could use a finger identification system in action. Therefore I created 
a productivity app, such as an app for creating presentations on 
bigger tablets. I had to figure out, how a finger identification interface 
could behave when using it and also compare it with a classical 
interface, to measure the differences between them.



CONCEPT
The idea was to compare a classical user interface with the new 
finger identification based user interface. Therefore I made an app 
where you can edit text (a headline and a paragraph), which uses 
both interface types. In the app you can select a text object, open 
menus for colors, text alignment or text formatting and apply the 
properties to the selected object.

Workflow classic GUI

To change the color of the headline to “red” and apply the text format 
“bold” you would have to tap the “headline” text object first (as shown 
in the screenshot above), then open the colors menu on the right 
panel and then tap on the red color. Same for text formatting, open 
the text-format menu, then search for the bold icon, then tap on it to 
apply the style.

Classic UI workflow
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CONCEPT
Workflow finger identification GUI

To change the color of the headline to “red” and apply the text format 
“bold” you would have to tap the “headline” text object first, then open 
the colors-menu with a tap anywhere on the screen with your index 
finger, then swipe through the left side (as shown in the picture 
above). To open the text format menu you have  to tap anywhere on 
the screen with your middle finger and then you can slide again 
through the different options.

3. swipe to change values1. select/ position object (left hand)

B I U

2. tap (right hand) open menu



IMPLEMENTATION
There are three areas (see picture above), which I created to simulate the 
three different menus the user can bring up with different finger types in 
the finger identification style UI. The areas do have a specific width to 
match the distances between single fingers. So most likely the user 
touches the right areas and can get a feeling of how it is using a system 
with a finger identification interface. The prototype was programmed and 
designed in animate cc.



Performance tests results

Task 1:

Headline: red, bold

Paragraph: align left

_____________

Classic: 5,96 sek.

Finger ID: 3,93 sek.

Task 2:

Headline: blue, italic, align 
right

Paragraph: blue, italic, 
align right

___________________

Classic: 6,76 sek.

Finger ID: 5,69 sek.

(2) Classic: 8,04 sek.

(2) Finger ID: 4,95 sek.

Task 3:

Headline: green, underlined, 
right

Paragraph: blue, bold, align 
left

______________________

Classic: 8,98 sek.

Finger ID: 8,11 sek.

EVALUATION
A first performance test with a user (20 years old) showed, that the finger 
identification interface system was significantly faster than the classic 
interface design (with simple text formatting tasks). With the tablet laid flat 
on a desk, the user had to solve different tasks, such as changing the 
headline color to red and change the text format to bold. The experiment 
was made with both interface systems. You can find the different tasks 
and results in the table below.

What I like about the finger identification interface is, that you could bring 
up the menu anywhere on the screen, without having to watch for a menu 
button. You don’t have to be precise and hit a specific button to bring up a 
menu. But on the other side you have to know and remember which 
finger triggers which interaction. If the user is trained or uses the app 
frequently, the finger identification UI design makes sense and can even 
be faster than the traditional interface. 



CONCLUSION
I was surprised to see the first user interacting with my prototype and how 
fast he learned the principles of the new finger identification interaction 
design. In this specific example, I really prefer the finger identification 
interface over the classic interface, because it’s faster, fun to use and 
also sometimes more intuitive.

For possible future work the prototype has to be tested with more 
participants, since I only got the chance to test it with one. I also think that 
having a different kind of app (not a text formatting app) or more options 
per menu would be a good idea to integrate and test in those kind of 
apps, because it could push the finger identification interface design to its 
limits and produce some interesting test results.


